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Abstract
Microcontact printing uses elastomeric stamps to transfer ink onto a substrate by the
process of self-assembly. It has the capability to print features as small as 200nm over
large areas. Because of this it has many potential industrial applications in areas such
as the manufacture of flexible displays and electronics. Roll to roll is the best model
for the commercialization of microcontact printing since it offers advantages such as
high throughput, convenient material handling and conformal contact propagation. We
have designed and built a tool to study the behavior of microcontact printing in a roll
to roll paradigm, with the three fold objective of printing at high speeds, over large
areas and obtaining good quality. This thesis emphasizes the experimental part of our
project. We have obtained results as low as 28 microns over areas of 5.8"x5" and tight
dimensional distributions within 1 micron. According to our results, there is no
evidence that the printing load and printing speed have any effect on the printing
quality. We have been able to print at speeds as high as 400 fpm with contact times of
7 ms, over 8"x 8", albeit with defects such as air trapping at very high speeds. We
have also built a prototype to demonstrate continuous etching as an accompanying
process.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David E. Hardt
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1 INTRODUCTION:
Microcontact printing ([tCP) is a powerful new technology that provides an alternative to
photolithographic techniques to produce patterned substrates for use in a wide range of
applications such as flexible electronics and displays, fabrication of microreactors and
microcrystal arrays [1]. gCP can be used for printing large areas in a single step which
gives it an advantage when compared to more traditional techniques such as
photolithography which follow a step and stitch process and require several operations.
Roll-to-roll is the best paradigm for application of itCP as it exploits the technique's
speed and ruggedness giving an attractive economic advantage. The roll-to-roll paradigm
also enables the use of a rolling contact which automatically addresses the critical issue
of conformal contact between stamp and substrate- a precursor to good quality tCP.
We designed and built a tool to perform tCP in a roll-to-roll paradigm on which we
carried out experiments to determine the behavior of the process as well as the effect of
various inputs on the critical to quality outputs. This thesis details the experimentation
process.
This thesis is the outcome of a project was carried out under the aegis and with funding
provided by Nanoterra, Inc, a nanotechnology development company based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
1.1 Motivation
Currently, micro and nanostructures are fabricated using techniques such as
photolithography, e-beam writing and X-ray lithography. However, these techniques are
expensive, generally slow, and it is difficult to produce patterns over large areas. Some
other technology is required that can enable economical manufacturing of such structures
at high production rates and good quality.
Printing techniques such as gravure and flexography have been successfully used to print
components such as antennas in RFID tags. Offset printing can be used for the fabrication
of capacitors; gravure offset printing can be used to print 50 micron lines for low-cost
display; screen printing is generally used for manufacture of printed circuit boards. These
printing techniques achieve good results at low costs and high throughput. This has led to
the idea that a printing technique can be applied to the fabrication of nano-scale
components for mass manufacturing. However, due to limitations with respect to the
tooling and the processes themselves structures smaller than 20 microns have not been
printed, which is the accuracy required for products adapted for the human vision, such as
displays [4]. This necessitates the use of more sophisticated technologies.
At the other end of the spectrum when technologies such as photolithography are used for
high resolution, mass production applications, there is an increase in defects due to
"hard" contact between stamp and substrate, making re-use of stamp impossible and
hence cost becoming the limiting factor.
Thus there is a void that can be filled by pCP. Much more sophisticated structures than
just antennas can be targeted by gCP which can be used to print patterned SAMs with
features ranging from as small as 200nm to a few cm [3]. Also, one would want to move
beyond the lab and be able to make such a technology capable for large scale
manufacture. It should be reliable and repeatable in its results.
For use in large scale manufacturing, a roll-to-toll model would provide the greatest
advantages in terms of time, space and economy. Some post processing operation such as
etching are needed after tCP the product to be useful for most practical applications.
Thus a continuous line, in which we start with a roll of substrate and finish with a printed
and etched roll, would be ideal. For this it is necessary to synchronize a slow process like
etching with the faster printing process.
Figure 1 graphically describes our vision and motivation in which the substrate is sourced
from a supply roll, passes through the required pre-treatment process, is printed
continuously, followed by some post-printing, pre-etching processes. Next it is collected
into an etching device followed by rinsing and drying. Finally it is wound onto a collect
roll, ready to be packaged and shipped.
Advantages of Microcontact printing in a roll-roll paradigm are:
* Fast throughput
* Space savings
* Convenient material handling with no operator interference.
* Minimal air trapping because the very nature of the mechanism ensures smooth
propagation of conformal contact.
* Rolling mechanism is advantageous for short printing times on small feature
patterns
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Figure 1: Motivation and Vision for Roll-to-Roll Microcontact Printing
1.2 Problem Statement
Even though extensive research is being carried out to understand g CP, most of it is
limited to lab scale experiments. No work has been done in the area of development and
commercialization of CP. The best model for the industrial implementation of gCP is
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roll-to-roll in which the primary challenges are printing over large areas at high speeds
and small contact times, with minimum distortions and dimensional variability.
1.3 Objectives
Our primary objectives have been to design and build a tool to demonstrate the feasibility
of gCP in a continuous, roll-to-roll paradigm and further use this tool to test and optimize
the process. Our intentions have been to understand the process, comprehend and
quantify the effects of the inputs on the critical outputs. We have also demonstrated the
capabilities of the process in terms of accuracy, robustness and operation at high speeds.
A small percentage of our energies were also focused building an etching module as a
partner to the printing machine in order to demonstrate our vision of a continuous process.
1.4 Project Breakup
This project was broadly divided into three areas: mechanical design/execution,
electrical & programming design/execution, and experimental design/execution. Each
group member took charge of one of these areas and delegated tasks to the others as
and when required. I was responsible for the experimental design/execution and
analysis. Adam Stagnaro took the lead in mechanical design/execution while Shawn
Shen handled electrical design and programming. All group members participated in
machine assembly, running experiments and many other tasks required to successfully
complete this project.
1.5 Overview
This thesis is divided into four sections. The first section gives a review of literature
related to [LCP and of special interest is the section on factors affecting RCP as it forms a
basis for all that is to follow. The next section describes our methodology related to
stamp fabrication, printing, etching and experimentation in detail. After this we have
documented and analyzed the results from our experiments and the final section talks
about future work that could be of interest.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW:
This section discusses the key elements of micro contact printing along with its
advantages and the factors which affect the quality of the print. This is followed by a
comparison between micro contact printing and conventional printing techniques such as
gravure and flexography. Next, a review of the literature on quantifying distortions in soft
lithography has been included. Finally, best practices in web-handling have been detailed
as these form an important base for the tool we have designed and used to carry out our
experiments.
2.1 Micro contact Printing
Micro contact printing (gCP) is a technology in which a patterned elastomeric stamp is
used to transfer patterns of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) onto a substrate by
conformal contact [2]. This technique has been best demonstrated with the formation of
SAMs of alkanethiols, on Au as the substrate, which is the combination that we have
used with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) as the stamp material. These patterned SAMs
can then be used as resists in selective wet etching or as templates in selective deposition.
giCP has been demonstrated with a resolution of 30nm and a minimum feature size of
40nm.
2.1.1 Key Features of Micro contact Printing
The key enablers of gCP are the master, an elastomeric stamp and a resist forming ink [4].
The master, usually a structured silicon surface, is fabricated by using photolithography,
e-beam patterning or reactive ion etching. Fabrication of the master is especially
challenging because gpCP uses single fold magnification masks, as compared to 4x to 5x
masks used projection lithography.
The elastomer used for fabrication of stamps is PDMS, which has a Young's modulus of
3 MPa. This allows for the formation of a conformal contact between the stamp and the
substrate [4], i.e. macroscopic adaptation to the overall shape of the substrate and
microscopic adaptation to a rough surface. However, for accurate reproduction of small
patterns, a stiffer material is required. A compromise is achieved by using hybrid stamps
in which the elastomer is reinforced with a flexible metallic backing.
Alkanethiols can form SAMs on coinage metals such as Au, Ag and Cu. These
monolayers allow control over wettability, adhesion, chemical reactivity, electrical
conduction, and mass transport to the underlying metal [5]. Thus the printed substrate can
be selectively post processed.
A very important factor is conformal contact of the stamp. When the stamp's surface
elastically adapts to the substrate's surface and they are in intimate contact, without any
voids, the two are said to be in conformal contact. This is vital for the fidelity of the print
[11]. Conformal contact as shown in Figure 2 includes the large scale adaptation of the
stamp to the overall shape of the substrate as well as the small scale adaptation to the
rough surface. It is initiated spontaneously, to some extent, by adhesive forces and is
aided by low Young's modulus. However, a stable pattern requires that the material be
stiff. A compromise can be reached by the use of a stamp supported by a stiffer, but
flexible backplane. In this case, the backplane adapts to the large scale shape of the
substrate, whereas the stamp compensates for the local roughness.
The requirements for repeatable conformal contact are, 1)a relatively low Young's
modulus, as compared to the substrate, and high roughness to avoid local overload and
brittle failure of features, 2)elastic behavior that allows the stamp to recover its initial
shape even after a strain of up to 25% and 3)a low work of adhesion that allows the stamp
to be separated easily from the substrate, without any damage. [4]
Figure 2: Conformal contact between stamp and substrate
2.1.2 Factors Affecting Micro contact Printing
Several factors affect the pCP process, including contact time, ink type, inking method,
and stamp geometry. The following sections discuss the effects of these factors based on
published literature.
2.1.2.1 Contact Time
Short contact times are one of the key enablers for continuous, high speed PCP. It is also
one of the limiters to the maximum speed at which the process can take place. In 1998, it
was reported that contact times of about 0.3 s were enough for the formation of SAMs
whereas longer contact times of >30 s eventually lead to the destruction of the SAM due
to vapor phase as well as surface diffusion of the thiols [2]. A study by IBM, in 2000,
stated that time is required for the formation of a defect free monolayer; however, this
gives a chance to the thiols to diffuse as well. Their results show that for printing times of
greater than 20s, ink diffusion remained below 50nm and defect count less than 2%.
However, the process window for features smaller than 100nm is very short. Figure 3
summarizes their results and shows percentage of defects and widening of pattern versus
the printing time. It is important to note two things. Firstly, they have not documented the
pressure at which these experiments were carried out. Secondly, they have used ECT
(eicosanethiol), a high molecular weight ink to carry out these experiments. The mass
transport and width of print depend on the type of ink, as we will see later.
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Figure 3 : Contrast Optimization as a Function of the Duration of the Print [2], literature from 2000
The most recent study, from 2006, also corroborates the fact that widening increases with
printing time4 . However, they have recorded the use of much shorter contact times of a
few milliseconds as being sufficient for the formation of robust SAMs. At ims, the SAM
has already formed, albeit with a few defects. At 3 ms, there is a perfect SAM and higher
contact times in the range of 10 ms show proof of diffusion of the molecules. This study
has been carried out with HDT (hexdecanthiol) as the ink. Figure 4 shows their
recommendations for the process window for high speed tCP. It shows that with printing
times of 1-10ms and high ink concentrations of 20-40 mM (with HDT, in this case) good
quality printing can be achieved. Here again, the printing pressure has not been recorded.
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Figure 4: Process Window for High Speed pCP [7], most recent literature
An interesting point is that it is not the diffusion of the ink that sets a minimum limit to
the formation of a sturdy SAM [7], but it is the establishment of a conformal contact that
limits it. Hence in a continuous printing paradigm, where conformal contact is
continuously taking place; it is possible to print even faster.
2.1.2.2 Ink Type
Use of alkanethiols with increasing molecular weights, decreases the surface and vapor
phase transport during printing and consequently results in more precise dimensions.
However, extremely longer thiols have limited solubility and tend to crystallize on the
surface of the stamp [4]. Figure 5 shows that the print made with higher molecular weight
inks have better contrast.
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Figure 5: Results showing contrast in prints with inks of different molecular weights[4]
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The concentration of ink has an effect similar to the duration of print. Extremely high
concentrations of the ink lead to larger dimensions due to diffusion of the ink molecules.
However, the SAM is not sturdy enough with low concentrations and there are a large
number of defects. This is summarized in Figure 6. Another noteworthy fact is that the
stamp swells at high ink concentrations leading to bad quality.
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Figure 6: Contrast Optimization as a function of Ink Concentration
2.1.2.4 Inking Method and Inking Frequency
Broadly, three types of inking methods have been explored; wet inking, pen type inking
and contact inking. In wet inking, a diluted solution of thiol in ethanol is spread over the
surface of the stamp. The alcohol is then dried off, leaving the entire surface of the stamp
impregnated with thiol molecules. In pen type inking, a reservoir of ink is place on the
un-patterned side of the stamp, letting the molecules travel through the PDMS onto the
substrate. This method also impregnates the complete surface with ink molecules.
However, in contrast to wet type inking, it is possible to maintain the concentration of ink
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in the stamp over time and subsequent prints. With these two techniques, the stamp will
swell by a large percentage due to the presence of a high concentration of thiols.
Finally, the most promising method is contact inking. In this method, an intermediate
piece of un-patterned PDMS is completely saturated with the ink. The patterned surface
of the stamp is then brought into contact with the intermediate piece and ink molecules
transfer to only the raised features [6]. The advantage of this technique is that during
printing, there will be no diffusion from the side walls of features because the ink is
present only where it is required. Secondly, the stamp will swell by a smaller percentage
as well. It seems to offer the best solution for a continuous paradigm, where an inked
PDMS cylinder is in mesh with the printing cylinder.
A higher per area amount of ink is available for smaller features with lower fill factors, as
can be seen in Figure 7. This results in a non uniform distribution of ink at the stamp-
substrate interface [7]. This situation of pattern-dependant ink delivery is worsened when
the stamp is re-used without inking for several consecutive prints, as is the case in
continuous printing. Standardized printing conditions can be ensured by continuous re-
inking and/or having long waiting times to establish equilibrium. However, high speed
printing has the advantage that the depletion layer is limited to only the features.
Figure 7 : Depletion layer in stamps after printing A)at low speeds and B)at high speeds [7]
A study of the behavior of the depletion layer over successive prints is of interest. The
diffusion coefficients of alkanethiols in PDMS are of the order of 10-7 cm 2 s-1 [7]. Figure
8 shows the behavior of the thiol flux at the stamp surface when multiple prints are
cyclically executed. In the experiments printing has been carried out for 5s, followed by a
5s lift off and recovery period. The figure demonstrates that by about the 2 3rd cycle, we
start getting incomplete printing. The experiment was carried out by pen type inking. For
the same experiments Figure 9 pictorially demonstrates how surface concentration of
thiols and print quality deteriorates over successive prints. This implies that we require
constant inking of the contact type if we wish to print continuously in a roll-to-roll
manner where in which we do not even have a relaxation time.
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Figure 8: Flux at the stamp surface during multiple prints with 5s print followed by 5s lift off cycle
[8]
number of print cydes
Figure 9: Reduction in surface concentration of thiols over successive prints [8]
2.1.2.5 Printing Pressure and Features of the Stamps
Some amount of pressure is required to initiate and establish conformal between the
stamp and substrate. However, higher pressures may cause the roof of the stamp to
collapse and come in contact with the substrate, printing in areas which are undesirable.
The pressure is concentrated locally based on the inverse of the fill factor (percentage of
area of printed pattern). Figure 10 shows the pressures required to initiate collapse as a
function of the fill factor, for posts and lines. It shows that the pressure for onset of
collapse is dependant on the fill factor of the stamp and increases with it. Further for the
same fill factor, stamps which have features of larger dimensions tend to collapse at
lower pressures. Finally, line patterns are less stable than post type patterns and they
collapse at lower pressures. The vertical dotted line marks 32% which is the fill factor of
the pixel portion of our stamp.
The aspect ratio of the features also has an effect on the stamp's stability. Features with
low aspect ratios less than 0.2 may sag while features with high aspect ratios, greater than
2, show a tendency to bunch [8].
Figure 10: Pressure required for onset of collapse as a function of the fill factor [11], for posts and
lines. The red line marks the fill factor of part of our checkerboard pattern.
A stamp can fail in other ways apart from sagging and bunching, as described in Figure
11. Its failure is dependant on the Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, the surface tension
and the applied stress apart from its dimensions.
Figure 15 shows the sagging profile for features 2.5 mm high, calculated at an external
pressure of 40 kPa. It plots a graph showing the gap between base plane and substrate as
a function of externally applied pressure. The intersection with the x axis denotes collapse
at a pressure = 47 kPa. The material parameters of the stamp were E52.5 MPa, v 50.33
ccC .
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Figure 11: Modes of Failure of a stamp. where E is Young's modulus, E*=E/(1-v2), v is the Poisson
ratio, y is surface tension, ys is interfacial tension, and oo a is remote applied stress. In this figure h is
the feature height, 2a is the feature width and 2w is the void width [10].
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Figure 12: Deformations of a pattern of lines 25 mm wide and 2.5 mm high with a distance interval of
125 mm (Fill Factor 16%) [11]
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2.2 Comparison between Micro contact Printing and
Traditional Printing Techniques
This section is divided into two sections. The first comprises a study and comparison of
two traditional printing methods, flexography and gravure. The second section is a study
of gtCP and a comparison with traditional methods. Lastly, a table is presented that gives
a side-by-side comparison of all three methods related to cost, quality, flexibility,
production rate, and environmental impact.
2.2.1 Traditional Methods
Gravure and flexography are two of the most common methods of large-scale printing
used today. They are similar in method, but differ mainly in the type of stamp,
applications, setup costs, and quality.
Flexography is commonly used to print corrugated containers, folding cartons, sacks,
plastic bags, milk and beverage cartons, disposable cups and containers, labels, adhesive
tapes, envelopes, newspapers, and has various applications in electronics. The process
uses a stamp with raised surfaces to print on the substrate. Gravure is typically used on
packaging, labels, electronics (RFID tags, sensors, etc.), and magazines. This is the
preferred method for printing on flat materials. The stamp used in gravure is a negative of
the print pattern and consists of many tiny cells. Gravure is typically more repeatable
than flexography and more suited for long production runs due to higher setup costs.
Both can be divided into three sub-processes: prepress, press, and postpress.
Prepress, Flexography
The prepress step involves the manufacture of the stamp. Typical materials for
flexography include rubber and photopolymers. Stamps can be made via laser etching
and photolithography. Minimum feature size is on the order of 75 micrometers with
registration repeatability of around 200 micrometers or better. Costs vary considerably
depending on size, complexity of the pattern, and process used.
Figure 13: Close-up of flexography stamp
Typical waste outputs in flexography during plate manufacture include: Film, paper,
developer, fixer, cleaning solutions, scrap plates and materials, plate-processing solvent,
and water [8].
Prepress, Gravure
Stamps for gravure are typically made of copper. The features are comprised of a series
of cells made by laser drilling and photolithography. Because the cell depth can be
controlled, gravure printing has the added benefit of being able to print variable film
thickness. For gravure, costs scale with size, rather than complexity, as the features are
comprised of cells [13]. Costs for a stamp are higher than flexography, making this
process more suitable for long runs, where the stamp costs can be amortized across the
entire run.
Figure 14: Gravure stamp cells
Waste outputs during gravure plate manufacturing include waste from laser etching,
cleaning solvents, and water.
Press
This step involves the actual printing of the substrate. Costs are typically driven by large
capital costs for equipment, variable costs for materials (ink and printing material), and
labor costs for setup and operation. Machine prices vary considerably depending on
speed, size capability, color capability, and used vs. new.
Gravure can typically produce better quality than flexography; both having a minimum
feature size of approximately 50 micrometers. However gravure has better registration
accuracy and is the preferred method for high quality printing applications such as
magazines. It is well suited for printing high quality metallic and fluorescent inks.
Gravure is also used for microelectronics; 50-micrometer conductors of Ag, Au, and Pt
are common. It also excels in printing lightweight films at high speeds with tight
registration control. Roof collapse can occur in flexography due to feature geometry. In
gravure printing however, roof collapse is not an issue because the stamp consists of cells
in a metallic plate. Printing plates and inks are the greatest factors in achieving high
quality prints.
Both gravure and flexography allow for a variety of materials, from plastic films to
laminates, however each excels at certain materials. Depending on the machine, widths
from very narrow up to 10' are possible. Color also depends on machine configuration.
Some machines also have the flexibility to be retrofitted with additional printing
processes or post-processes such as drying, cutting, creasing, etc.
The printing machine is comprised of a plate cylinder, anilox metering cylinder
(flexography only), and ink pan. Gravure uses a third roller called a fountain roller or a
"doctor blade" (for improving ink distribution).
Figure 15: Typical setups for flexography (left) and gravure (right)
Speeds vary considerably. Lower end machines advertise rates of 50-100m/min, while
300-600m/min or more is common on higher end machines. There are a variety of
different configurations; following is an explanation of the most common:
Stack
o Vertical stacks with separate printing stations
o Easy to interface other equipment like cutters, creasers, etc.
o Poor registration
Central impression cylinder (CIC)
o Single central impression cylinder surrounded color printing stations
o Precise registration, good color impressions
In-line
o Similar to stacked printing press, but horizontal
o Same problems and advantages as stack machine
Newspaper unit
o Multiple printing stations arranged back to back to allow printing both sides at
once in one pass
Dedicated 4-, 5-, or 6-color commercial flexo press
o Typically uses two 4-color units back to back
o Infrared driers
o Compact, high speed, wide web printing possible
Waste outputs during printing are similar for both gravure and flexo and include: Ink,
wasted paper, old/outdated plates, solvents, and water.
2.2.2 Micro contact Printing vs Traditional Methods
Applications of pCP include microelectronics, polarizers, filters, wire grids, and surface
acoustic wave devices [14].
Prepress
The masters are expensive but one master can be used to produce many stamps, and each
stamp can be used about 100 times. PDMS used to prepare the stamp is also inexpensive.
pCP is still in its experimental lab stage; however, if utilized in mass-production it is
foreseen as a cost effective technology.
Press
A variety of methods have been developed for the press operation in gCP. Machine costs
vary greatly as the technology is in its infancy and most machines are one-off laboratory
devices.
Quality is a major issue that is being evaluated and optimized by many companies and
universities. Minimum feature sizes achievable have been found to be about 40nm. While
the densities of defects in patterns of inks of alkanethiols formed by pCP have been
evaluated, the errors in registration of patterns produced by tCP have not been
determined. There are three primary sources of inaccuracies in gpCP: i) in positioning the
elastomeric element relative to the substrate, ii) intrinsic distortions of the element
introduced during its fabrication, and iii) distortions caused by elastic deformation of the
element when it is brought into contact with the substrate.
It has been demonstrated that when thin 0.1 mm elastomeric elements are cast against a
rigid backplane and the lithography is controlled with translation stages, absolute
distortions are 500 nm over square areas 1 cm2 . When the lithography is performed by
hand, relative distortions of pairs of patterns can be as small as 500 nm over 0.25 cm2 if
stiff, thick stamps are used. The distortions in both of these cases are comparable to the
limit of sensitivity of the measurements [14].
At present, tCP is limited to thiols on metals such as Ag, Al and Cu. However,
developments are being made in printing of alkylsiloxanes on silicon dioxide and glass,
as well as of copper and polypyrrole on fluoropolymers. Other inks and substrates are
also being developed.
The feasibility of continuous gCP has already been demonstrated by a project carried out
at NanoTerra Inc. in 2007 [15], so much so that it can be carried out on tools that are
currently employed for flexography at speeds as high as 30m/min. Once developed this
technology may be able to give good quality prints at much higher speeds. Etching seems
to the speed-limiting step in this process and solutions need to be developed for
incorporating continuous etching into gCP set-ups.
Waste outputs in tCP include: chemicals used in photolithography for master
manufacture, PDMS waste, thiol inks, etchants, water, etc.
Micro-contact printing shows great potential to be developed into a cost-effective
technique for manufacturing micro-electronic devices. However, it is still in its infancy
and greater control over quality factors such as registration, repeatability and minimum
feature size is required before micro-contact printing can be used on a mass-production
scale. The method also needs to be standardized and a greater variety of SAM forming
inks and substrates need to be developed.
Table 1: Comparison between Microcontact Printing and Traditional Methods
Flexography Micro-contact Printing
Cost
Setup-costs High
Stamp Costs Scales linearly with sizes
Lower than gravure Existing Flexography machines
can be modified. Still in
experimental stages
Increases with complexitylf applied to mass production, the
and size cost of the master can be amortized
over many stamps making them
cost effective.
Production
Production Rate
Runs
Typically -500 m/min
Preferred for long runs
Similar to gravure
Used mainly for medium
long runs.
Rates of 30.5 m/min have been
demonstrated. However, it is
possible to achieve higher rates.
toContinuous micro-contact printing
is being developed which can be
used for long runs.
kness < 0.1-8 gm. Can give prints0.04-2.5 gm. Constant
with variable filmthickness.
thickness.
FeaturelS 5 m 80 Lm
>5 gim
filmSingle monolayer thickness
Feature sizes as small as 5 jim are
possible.
< 200
Variety of inks and substrates are possible. Mainly for printing thiols on Au,
Ag and Cu. Alkylsiloxanes on
glass; of copper and polypyrrole on
fluoropolymers has also been
demonstrated.
Health & Environmental Impacts
Variety of waste outputs including chemicals for stampAlkanethiols and dialkyl sulfides
production, inks, paper, etc. are irritants and have a strong odor.
Health rating:2
Most etchants used are toxic
Gravure
Quality
Layer Thic
Minimum
Size
Registratio
Flexibility
n
2.3 Quantifying Distortions in Micro-Contact Printing
Rogers, Paul and Whitesides [16] demonstrated the use of Moire patterns to quantify
distortions in [tCP. When two periodic structures, similar in periodicity and/or alignment
are overlaid they form Moire patterns. The periodicity and orientation of such patterns
depends on the angle between the two structures and the factor by which their
periodicities are different. Relative motion of the structures causes a translation in the
Moire pattern by the same amount. It is noteworthy that Moire patterns can be used to
amplify distortions of the arrays by up to factors of 100. In their paper, Rogers et al have
handled this phenomenon quantitatively as well. In brief, if d and ad are the periodicities
of the two periodic structures and 0 is the angle between them when they are overlaid, for
small values of a and 0, we get two cases:
Case 1: If 11-al < 0 < 1
dM d/I0 I
and sin p 1
Case 1: If 101< 1I-al < 1
dM d / 11-al
and sin p= 0
Where dM is the periodicity of the Moire pattern and 9 is its orientation
Thus in case 1, the Moire pattern's periodicity is determined by the only the difference in
orientations of the two structures while in case 2 it is determined by factor by which the
periodicities of the underlying structures are different. Further, when a>l, the distortions
of the Moire pattern are opposite to in sign to those of the underlying array; when a<l,
they carry the same sign.
To apply this technique to determine distortions in gCP, the group devised experiments in
which they were able to measure absolute and relative distortions. Square grid patterns
were produced in a photo resist using photolithography and this geometry was further
cast into PDMS as reference grids. To measure relative distortions (those associated with
fabricating multilevel structure with [pCP) grids fabricated using gCP were used as test
grids. To measure absolute distortions (defined as distortions associated with the
elastomeric stamps as well as with patterns transfer), grids formed on glass and silicon
substrates with lift-off using the photo resist were used as the reference. Moire patterns
were formed with the sets of transparent grids when they were brought closer than 0.5mm,
which may be due to diffraction.
Using the Moire pattern technique they were able to measure absolute distortions that had
amplitudes as small as a few hundred nanometers over an area of a square centimeter.
Using stamps of different thicknesses, they were also able to measure distortions of about
2 [tm over an area of 0.25 square cm. Another important result is that the minimum
distortions are obtained by using thin elastomeric elements cast on a rigid support.
3 METHODOLOGY:
The problem before us, broadly, was how to print large areas as required in applications
such as displays with consistent feature dimensions and minimum distortions, at high
speeds using roll-to-roll pCP. As mentioned earlier, this problem is multi-fold and
variations can arise from various sources, namely, distortions in the stamp, the actual
printing process, non-uniform etching and finally, the method of measurement. The
different stages in the whole process are stamp making, printing, etching and
measurements. The following sections explain how we approached each of these areas.
The printing machine was designed primarily by Adam Stagnaro. Sections 3.1 and 3.2
briefly review the work done by Adam Stagnaro. Details for the design can be found in
his thesis [17]. A review of the PLC response and controls can be found in Appendix B
and details of this work can be found in Shawn Shen's thesis [23]. Adam also prepared
the primary design for the etching module. Work related to fabrication and modification
of etching module, analysis of print quality and design of experiments that I was
responsible for is discussed in detail.
3.1 Stamp Fabrication
As seen in section 2.1.2.5 the features of the stamp are extremely critical to the
quality of the print. It is also a challenge to fabricate a large area stamp of uniform
thickness and with minimum defects such as trapped air bubbles. We designed and
built a fixture to cast PDMS on a stainless steel backing. An exploded view of the
same is presented in Figure 16: Exploded view of Fixture designed for fabrication of
stamp. The other method didn't work.
PDMS is poured over a tray with a 2 x 6 array of square wafers (cut from 6" wafers).
A vacuum chuck above holds the substrate flat and is lowered onto the PDMS.
Spacers at the corners determine stamp thickness. It is possible to casts stamps of
different thickness by using spacers of different thicknesses.
The resulting stamps from this method had a lot of trapped air bubbles so we had to
resort to a technique in which injection-molding was used to fabricate stamps. The
fixture was based on a 12" wafer and could make stamps with an area of 8" by 8" by
injecting PDMS into a cavity covered by the steel backing and supported with a
vacuum plate.
It is important to note that we did not control the angular alignment of the cast stamp
on the sheet.
NO. DESCRIPTION QTY.
I STAMP FIXTURE BASE I
2 WAFER TRAY 1
3 BEARING SHAFT 2
4 LINEAR BEARING BLOCK 2
5 VAC PLATE 1
6 VAC BACKING PLATE 1
Figure 16: Exploded view of Fixture designed for fabrication of stamp [17]
3.2 Printing Machine
Considering the micrometer scale of the features being printing, even small strains and
elongation in the substrate could lead to distortions in the print. Secondly, the contact
pressure between the impression and printing cylinder is critical. This is because PDMS
is a soft material and the features can distort as well as shear easily under high loads,
leading to unsatisfactory printing. The transfer of the ink to the gold substrate however,
requires sufficient pressure. Further, uniform pressure must be maintained along the
()
whole length of the contact area. Thirdly, running the printing tool smoothly at a constant
speed is important for consistent printing. All these controls and variables needed to be
accurately replicable each time. Table 2 explains how each parameter can be altered
using controls on the printing machine.
In addition to the above challenges, we had the added constraints of space, time and cost.
The tool had to be designed and built within a few months under a tight budget and
should be a "bench-top" machine.
After studying the problem and our constraints, we started establishing a design for the
roll-to-roll [tCP tool. We used as many off the shelf components as possible to meet the
cost and time constraints. As we also needed to determine optimum conditions and
combinations of contact pressure, speed and tension for good quality repeatable printing,
we decided on modularity as being one of our design rules so that we could modify
parameters such as contact angle and easily make modifications to reach an optimum
design. Thus, we divided the printing tool into three modules based on the printing
process- the supply module, the printing module and the collect module, all mounted on a
sturdy frame. The different modules are clearly seen in Figure 18.
A30. 500
Figure 17: The 3D Solidworks model of the Printing Machine [17] All dimensions in inches
Figure 18: The three modules of the printing machine [17]
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Table 2: An explanation of how each printing parameter is achieved by the settings on the machine
[17]
Parameter Related Subassembly Interactions Description of Mechanism
Printing Print Module Noise (step pulse Motor speeds are referenced from the printing
Speed variations, EMI, motor roller speed, which is deteamined via a setting in
characteristics) the PLC program.
Web Tension Supply Module, Noise (roller diameter Achieved via a friction clutch and a pennrmanent
Collect Module variations, substrate. magnet clutch in the first and second zone,
defects, etc.) respectively. The third and fourth zone are
controlled by draw; changing the motor speeds
from the reference speed (printing roller).
Wrap Angle Print Module Noise (roller diameter Changed by moving the print module vertically
variations) :relative to the supply and collect modules.
Print Inpression Assembly Speed, Wrap angle (only The micrometer at the top of the assembly
Pressure when negative), Contact moves the roller vertically, compressing the
width roller covering The displacement of the roller
covering causes a force opposite the weight of
the moving assembly. A load cell measures the
force. Resultant force = mg - lxk Pressure is a
fiunction of force and contact area: P = F/A,
where A= contact width * roller length
Contact Stamp Roller Print pressure, Stamp As the impression roller is lowered, die roller
Width Assembly, Impression elasticity, Impression roll covering is compressed and the contact width
Assembly covering increases (graph of force vs. width vs. pressure)
Contact Stamp Roller Print pressure, Wrap angle, Dependent on the substrate speed, the width of
Time Assembly. Inpression Speed the contact, and the wrap angle around the
Assembly stamp (for negative wrap angles).
3.2.1 The Printing Module
The most important part of the machine consists of a printing roller, an impression roller
and a mechanism for controlling and maintaining the contact pressure between the two.
There is also an inking roller that can ink the printing roller between batches. It is
desirable that the two rollers can be moved out of contact during maintenance activities
such as substrate mounting, substrate alignment and inking.
It is critical that the axes of all the rollers in the tool are parallel, so we chose accurately
machined, extremely flat tooling plate to mount all the components. Figure 19 shows an
exploded view of the printing module.
Figure 19: An exploded view of the Printing Module [17]
3.2.2 The Supply Module
The supply module consists of the substrate unwinding and tension control functions.
The spool of substrate is placed on the spool roll using the adapters that fit a 6" core.
It consists of two tension zones. Tension in the first is maintained using a friction
clutch and a permanent magnet clutch is used in the next zone. The roller in this
position is covered with 1/16" neoprene to provide friction and a nip roller is engaged
to prevent slippage. An exploded view of the supply module is shown in Figure 20 .
DESCRIPTION TY
I MODULE PLATE, SUPPLY I
2 BEARING BLOCK ASSY 4
3 IDLER ROLLER I
4 IDLER ROLLER I
5 BONE ROLLER 1
6 SPOOL ROLLER 1
7 KNOB 1
8 PM CLUTCH 1
9 MOTOR STANDOFF 2
10 SUBSTRATE SPOOL END 2
11 SUBSTRATE 1
12 WASHER, SPOOL 1
13 MOTOR MOUNT PLATE I
14 CLUTCH SHAFT
15 FRICTION. CLUTCH ASSY I
16 COUPUING I
Figure 20: An exploded view of the Supply Module [17]
3.2.3 The Collect Module
This module has the components that wind up the substrate as well as the primary
tension control. The difference in speeds between the printing motor and the winding
motor is used to control the tension. A tension sensor is used to control the speeds of
each of these motors via feedback control.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION OTY.
I MODULE PLATE. COLLECT I
2 BEARING BLOCK ASSY 4
3 SPOOL ROLLER I
4 IDLER ROLLER I
5 IDLER ROLLER 1
6 BONE ROLLER I
7 TRANSDUCER ROLL 2
8 WASHER, .750 ID 2
9 SHOULDER BOLT. .625' 2
10 KNOB 1
11 STEPPER MOTOR NEMA34 2
12 MOTOR STANDOFF 4
13: WASHER, SPOOL 1
14 SUBSTRATE SPOOL END 2
15 SUBSTRATE 1
16 MOTOR MOUNT PLATE 2
17 COUPUNG 2
Figure 21: An exploded view of the collect module [17]
3.3 Etching Tool
As elucidated in our motivation, we envision a system in which a roll of substrate is fed
into the printing machine, from where it proceeds into the etching setup, emerges printed
and etched and is rolled into the collect roll. For this to be possible, the etching setup
should have a throughput equal to that of the printing machine. However, etching is
inherently a slow process and the only way we can make its throughput match that of
printing is by making the substrate travel over a long path in the etchant. This can be
done by bunching a long web of the substrate into an etch tank.
The etching process has several component steps such as pre-processing, actual etching,
rinsing and drying, each of which is process dependant. Thus the "etching line" of our
vision would have the web running through several setups, one for each process. We,
however, built only an etching module as a proof of concept, a SolidWorks rendering of
which is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: SolidWorks rendering of the Etching Module
The etching module is made up of two sub-assemblies- Submergible Roller Assembly
and the Fixed Roller Assembly. The substrate enters from the right end, over the first
roller of the fixed assembly, under a roller of the submergible assembly, winds back up
and so on. Thus a long web path is created, through the two sets of rollers. The
submergible roller assembly which rides on to linear bearings can be raised or lowered
into the tank to change the submerged web length and hence change the etching time. The
collecting roller is coupled with a motor which pulls the web through the setup. It was
initially intended that the motion of the web through the etchant would cause enough
agitation to enable the removal by increased diffusion of the etched particles. However,
some amout of external agitation is still required.
Several factors had to be considered while designing the etching module, the first of
which is space constraint. Considering that in an etching line there might be several of
such modules, we had to minimize the floor space occupied by the setup. For the actual
etching line, we suggest that the modules be stacked up vertically, two on each level.
Another concern is to minimize the consumption of the etchant which is expensive and
difficult to dispose off. We needed to reduce the wasted volume of the tank to as little as
possible. The tank should be deep enough to allow us to submerge the rollers to a depth
that can allow the substrate to run very slowly and still get completely etched. At the
same time, large volumes of etchant should not be used.
The number of rollers required in the etching module was set by calculating the
submerged depth or web length required for a given maximum etching time (30 s) and
the submerged depth. The etching used in our experiments and hence the etching time
was later changed, but we were able to compensate for this by changing the submerged
depth.
The following sections describe the design of the etching module in detail.
3.3.1 Submergible Roller Module
The submergible roller module function is to move up and down into the etch tank with
respect to the stationary module so as to modify the immersed web length. The important
considerations are that it would remain immersed in the etchant for long durations when
the module is operated, thus it is mostly made of materials that do not corrode easily.
Secondly, it needs to be able to move up and down freely and should be capable of being
locking into the desired vertical position. Thirdly, the rollers have low friction so that the
long web can be pulled through easily by the motor. Finally, the dimensional tolerances
are not as tight as in the printing machine as the dynamics do not significantly affect the
etching quality.
Figure 23: Exploded view of Submergible Roller Module
The two Submerged Plates for the frame form this sub-assembly. There are three roller
sub-assemblies, composed of a hollow stainless steel submerged rollers. Delrin sleeve
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bearings have been press bit at each end of these rollers and a stainless steel shaft, which
is threaded at one end, passes through these bearing. Thus the rollers rotate smoothly on
the shaft.
The threaded end of each of the shafts is fastened to the Submerged Plate, while the free
end rides in holes in the Submerged Plate Floating. Aluminum extrusion which ride in
linear bearings of the Fixed Roller Assembly, have been fastened, one to each of the
submerged plates.
3.3.2 Fixed Roller Module
'This module stays fixed on top of the etch tank. It has two linear bearings in which the
80/20 framing of the submergible module slides up and down. It is important that the
gold side of the substrate should not rub against any rollers so just two support stubs have
been used instead of a complete roller. In the initial design the substrate was pinched
between two sets of rollers. However, that created difficulties if the nips were too tight
and/or the alignment of the substrate was off by even a small amount and the substrate
was sucked in and crumpled. Thus the upper set of rollers was removed and the support
of just the bottom ones was adequate. Also, the middle two sets of rollers were lowered
so that the entire web was immersed in etchant at all times.
Figure 24 shows an exploded view of the Fixed Roller Module. The Fixed Support Plates
form the frame on which the roller wheels are mounted. They have been cut out on a
waterjet machine and have holes for mounting the linear bearings and the skate wheel
shafts. Brackets for mounting the supply and collect rollers are fixed to one of these
plates. The shape of the plates is such that there is space for the rollers of the submergible
roller assembly when it moves vertically.
Skate board wheels have been used as the "bone" rollers, i.e. two rollers that contact and
support only the edges of the substrate, rather than a single continuous roller. Two
ABEC-5 sealed ceramic ball bearings have been press fit into each skate wheel. These
bearings ride on precision linear shafts made of bearing steel, which are internally
threaded at one end by which they are fastened to the fixed support plates. Finally a collar
is used to secure the skate wheels onto the skate wheel shafts.
Aluminum double flange linear bearings have been used to carry the extrusion from the
Submergible Roller Module. These extrusions can be locked into place by tightening a
bolt that presses against their side face. Finally two aluminum brackets have been used to
mount the bearing blocks which carry the supply and collect rolls.
Figure 24: Exploded view of Fixed Roller Module
3.3.3 Drive system
A size 23 stepper motor, which is coupled with the collect roller using flexible spider
couplings [19], is used to pull the substrate through the rollers. The motor is run by a
microstepping driver [20] that can give 31 discrete resolutions, from 2 to 256 microsteps
per step.
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3.4 Print Quality
The main parameters of concern for our prints are dimensional variations, distortions and
overall yield. The following sections explain how we have quantified each of them.
3.4.1 Print Yield
At the macroscopic level the yield may be defined as the percentage of stamp area that
actually resulted in printing or transfer of ink to the substrate. We have treated this
qualitatively as all of our runs, irrespective of input conditions have resulted in complete
prints. However, at extremely high speeds, we began to observe a drop in the local yield,
one of the possible reasons for which may be air trapping. This again is treated
qualitatively and we were able to observe the changes under the microscope.
3.4.2 Dimensional Analysis
The print dimensions are critical to the quality of the print. We have measured the length
and width of the pixels which are the larger dimensions so as to reduce the percentage of
induced measurement error. First, we sampled a large number of pixels from the
population in one of our initial prints, in order to determine the optimum sample size for
consecutive prints. The results from our first print have been summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Results from first experiment
Sample size= 70
Length Width
Average 132.57 40.04
Standard
Deviation 0.57 0.36
COV 0.00 0.01
Standard
Error 0.07 0.04
We know that for a 100(1-a) % confidence interval:
x - ta/2,n-1 s/n < 5 5 x + ta/2,n- 1 s/in
where x is the mean and s is the standard deviation of the sample, gt is the mean of the
population, n is the sample size and t is the percentage points for the student t distribution
with n-i degrees of freedom, corresponding to a/2.. Thus for the population mean to lie
within a maximum of +/-d microns of the sample mean with 100(1- a) % confidence, the
sample size,
n = (ta/2,n-1 s / d)2
Consequently, by using the data from our first good print we were able to determine that
with a sample size of 25 the actual mean on the lengths of our population will lie within
+/-0.26 microns of the measured sample average with 95% confidence. Further, the mean
for the width will lie within +/-0.16 microns of the measured average with 95%
confidence. This sample size of 25 is therefore optimal in terms of the acceptable
accuracy and sampling time and effort required.
Thus for subsequent prints we parsed the printed area into a 5 x 5 grid with each block
being 1.6" along the print direction and 1.5" perpendicular to it. Next we randomly
selected a single pixel from each block of the grid by focusing under a high magnification
microscope and pictures of these samples were clicked. In this way we were able to
sample pixels that were uniformly distributed across the printed area. Next we selected
four points on the pixel boundary -top middle, bottom middle, left middle and right
middle- in order to determine the lengths and widths. The use of four points to locate the
mid point of the pixel helped in the minimization of human error. While sampling the
required pixels, we also took care to align the axes of the pixel with the frame's axes in
order to obtain accurate results. From previous trials, the accuracy of the entire
measurement process has been determined as +/-250nm.
Figure 25 shows an example of a picture taken for measurement purposes. The
dimensions are calculated in our Matlab program as:
Length = ((X4-X3)2+(y4-Y3) 2
Width = I((X1-X2) 2+(yl-Y2) 2
Figure 25: Example of Picture taken on the Microscope
3.4.3 Distortion Analysis
Distortions are the general large scale change in the printed pattern as compared to the
stamp. The amount by which a single pixel is distorted is the distance between the
position where it was intended to be and the position where it actually is printed.
Distortions are quantified by fixing one point or pivoting the reference grid at that point
and then calculating the relative displacements of pixels from their intended positions in
the grid.
We created a 7 (along printing direction) x 6 (perpendicular to printing direction) grid as
our reference for measuring distortions. The pitch of the checker-board pattern on our
stamp is 1.5 mm. The dimensions of the blocks in the grid were set as an odd multiple of
this pitch so that we could locate a similar pixel in each block. However, as we scanned
through the print, the pitch of the checker board along the printing direction, in all the
prints, was found to be around 1.517 mm. This is expected as results of wrapping the
stamp around the cylinder as well as stretching of the substrate. So the block dimensions
are 21.238 mm x 21 mm and we collected distortion data with 42 points distributed over
a 5.85" x 4.96" area. [ ........ how points are selected, local and global frame, if needed]
A typical un-scaled distortion vector map is shown in Figure 26. The vector map is
pivoted at (0,0) which is the marked. The dots are the points on the reference grid which
mark where a pixel should have been. The ends of the lines denote the actual position of
the pixels and hence the length of each line denotes the distortion.
The print appears to have been stretched by pulling at the top left and bottom right points.
A possible reason for this is that the stamp is at a small angle to the print direction and it
has been tautly wrapped around a cylindrical surface. An order of magnitude proof for
this is detailed in section Appendix A. We have tried to eliminate this wrapping effect so
as to isolate any other systematic trends in the distortions. The scaling method is
described in section 3.4.4.
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Figure 26: Typical Un-scaled Distortions Vector Map
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Another possible source of distortions is the stretching of the substrate. Under our applied
tension of 2.2 lbs, the PET elongates by 17 microns over a length of 20.32 cm (8").
3.4.4 Scaling Method for Distortions Vector Map to Remove
Diamond Distortions
Figure 27 shows the typical pattern apparent in all the prints. The lines are rough loci of
the heads of the distortion vectors and thus the final positions of the pixels in the prints.
As mentioned before, it seems as if the pattern is being held and stretch at two extreme
corners. We needed to remove this pattern which is attributable to the wrapping of the
stamp on the cylinder so that we can observe any other systematic distortions which may
arise due to the different controllable inputs. It is important to note that the distortions
have all been scaled by a factor of 300 to make them apparent.
Figure 27: Typical Pattern in Vector Maps
To remove this pattern we scaled our square reference grid into a diamond similar to the
typical pattern and fitted the sample to the modified grid. Following is an algorithm that
describes the scaling process in which, each point in the reference grid is displaced by an
amount that is proportional to its distance from a fixed reference line. The reference line
I
is rotated about the pivot and the scaling factors are changed until the distortions are
minimized. The algorithm in pseudo code is as follows:
algorithm Scaling
Input: un-scaled grid
Output: scaled grid
function to rotate grid
midpoint of reference line-pivot
maximum sum of squares=large number
for shift in angle: from -90 to +90 in increments of 1 degree
for stretching factor along x : from -0.01 to +0.01 in steps of 0.0005
for stretching factor along y : from -0.01 to +0.01, steps of 0.0005
rotate reference line about midpoint by angle
for all points in grid
calculate perpendicular distance of point from
reference line
new scaled x co-ordinate of point=old x co-ordinate
+(perpendicular distance * stretching factor along x)
new scaled y co-ordinate of point=old y co-ordinate
+(perpendicular distance * stretching factor along y)
end
calculate sum of squares of distortions in sample relative
to new scaled grid
if sum of squares is less than maximum sum of squares
then maximum sum of square= sum of squares
reference grid=new scaled grid
scaling, the best fit is found by translating and rotating scaled grid in the xy
x 14
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Figure 28: Typical Distortions Vector maps showing how scaling removes the diamond shaped
distortion
Figure 28 shows typical distortions vector maps before and after scaling. It is clear that
scaling eliminates the diamond shaped pattern. This is true for vector maps of prints run
at all conditions.
3.5 The Stamp
Our stamp has a checker board pattern with alternating rectangular and triangular pixels.
The dimensions of the rectangular pixel are 130 pm x 40 pm and the channel widths are
10 and 20 jim. For our analysis we have focused primarily on the rectangular pixels. The
target pitch of the checker board pattern is 1.5 mm. The pixels in the prints are actually
the areas that are not protected by the thiols and are thus etched away. The rest of the
end
After this
plane.
' ,-- - --
I \
inter-pixel area is actually the printed or protected area. The feature dimensions are
shown in Figure 29.
Figure 29: Stamp Feature Dimensions
3.5.1 Fill Factor of Stamp
The fill factor is the actual printed area as a percentage of total area of the stamp. It is
important to document this attribute as the pressure required for onset of collapse of
features is dependant on the fill factor of the stamps. For our pattern it is the area
occupied by the 10 and 20 micron lines. Table 4 gives the values for the fill factor of our
checkerboard pattern.
Table 4: Fill Factor for stamp
Part of Stamp Fill Factor
Rectangles 0.32
Triangles 0.65
Total 0.49
The feature height on the stamp was 5 microns, giving us aspect ratios of 0.5 and 0.25.
This is within the "safe" region as described before and it is not likely that the features
will sag or bunch under normal conditions.
3.5.2 Distortions in Stamp
We measured the distortions when the stamp was laid down flat, using the method
described in section 3.4.3. The flat stamp, which was cast on a stainless steel backing was
laid flat under the lens of the Nikon Veritas. A sheet of glass was laid on top of it to
ensure its flatness. Figure 30 shows the distortions vector map for the stamp. The pivot
has been market with a blue dot. The red lines are the distortion vector, scaled by a factor
of 300. X and Y axes give the distance of the points from the pivot. The maximum
distortion is 13 microns. Figure 31 shows the normal probability plot for the distortions
on the stamp which look quite random. Since the measurements were taken by a
procedure that is partly automated and has a maximum error of +/- 4 microns, it is
unlikely that these distortions arise out of any measurement or set-up error and they seem
to be inherent in the stamp itself. Hence we can conclude that systematic distortions are
not inherent in the flat stamp but are either introduced by the wrapping method or the
printing process. However, it is more likely that the wrapping method is the source as its
result is systematic and would have the same trend each time.
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Figure 30: Fitted distortions vector map for stamp
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Figure 31: Normal probability plot for distortions on stamp
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3.6 Design of Experiments
As detailed in section 3.1.2, several factors affect the quality of the output in jtCP. When
performed in a roll to roll paradigm, more factors come into consideration such as the
printing speed and the tension in the substrate. This section describes the process model
for roll-to-roll gCP, for continuous etching and the experiments that we carried out in
order to optimize the continuous tCP process.
3.6.1 Process Model for Roll-to-Roll Microcontact Printing
This section describes a model for continuous pCP using the paradigm detailed in the
paper titled "Manufacturing Processes and Process Control" [18].
Continuous gtCP has several outputs that relate to the geometry of the print or the
monolayer, the primary ones being i)the general yield or percentage of area printed; ii)the
geometry of individual pixels represented by their lengths and widths; iii)the location of
pixels with respect to each other represented by distortions in the print.
Self-assembly is a term used to describe processes in which a disordered system of pre-
existing components forms an organized structure or pattern as a consequence of specific,
local interactions among the components themselves, without external direction [22].
Thus the pCP process does not require external chemical energy and our equipment only
mechanically places the stamp into conformal contact with the substrate and it is a source
of directed mechanical energy.
Material parameters of the substrate comprise the state and constitutive properties of the
gold-on-PET. The force-displacement state of the web is of interest. The mechanical
properties, primarily the modulus of elasticity, of the material are important to this
problem. Equipment parameters are the states and properties of the stamp and the
machine tool. Equipment states are force-displacement and pressure-flow, i.e. how much
the stamp would be deformed under a given value of printing pressure. Its mechanical
properties such as bulk modulus, modulus of elasticity are important. The mechanical
properties of other components of the tool such as the lining on the impression roller also
affect the results. The wrapping of the stamp on the printing cylinder is critical to quality
as well.
The variation in thickness of the stamp across its area modifies its force-deformation
profile. Variations in humidity also cause the stamp to swell by different percentages.
Thus these factors indirectly change the state of the stamp. Vibrations also affect the state
of the machine tool.
Several of the inputs that may have a result on the outputs can be directly controlled.
Printing speed, which limits the contact time between stamp and substrate, can be varied
by varying the speed of the printing cylinder. The printing load can also be changed,
which directly controls the printing pressure. Tension leads to strain in the substrate;
however a minimum amount is required to efficiently maneuver the web and it can be
controlled using the PLC. Ink content in the stamp is an important determinant of yield
and can be maintained by immersive and frequent or continuous inking. However in our
experiments we were unable to maintain or monitor ink content at a constant value. The
contact angle of the substrate with the stamp also governs the contact time, defects such
as double printing as well as behavior of the web. Finally, geometrical properties of the
stamp including its thickness, its fill factor and aspect ratios of the features also
determine the results.
In order to completely describe the process we need to also determine the transformation
method, type of interaction (serial or parallel) and the dominant energy domain. In giCP,
thiol molecules transfer from the PDMS stamp onto the gold substrate to form a
monolayer. Thus the transformation method is material addition.
This process uses a stamp with a relief pattern that transfers thiols where it comes into
contact with the substrate. The very nature of the stamp makes it a parallel process, when
viewed perpendicular to the direction of printing and along the contact length. This
makes factors such as the profile of stamp, the contact width and the distribution of
printing load across the length of the stamp, critical for control. It has been rightly stated
that it is a greater challenge to control parallel processes. However, when we look at the
process along the direction of printing, it is a serial process. Thus factors such as the
printing speed as a function of time and printing pressure as a function of time become
important. For these we have used a PLC to employ feedback control.
We know that Y=cp(a+Aa, U), where Y is the output vector, a
machine properties vector and U' is the controllable inputs vector.
the process model diagrammatically. To summarize:
Y= (yield, dimensions, distortions, air trapping)
a= (Estamp, Elining, Kstamp, Klining)
f'= (Vprinting, Wprinting, Tsubstrate, 0 contact, Mink, Stamp geometry)
Dust Particles
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Printing speed ----
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Figure 32: Process Model for Roll-to-Roll Microcontact Printing
3.6.2 Experimental Design
The key criteria for quality, as detailed previously, are yield, dimensional variations and
distortions. We wish to observe the effects of the controllable inputs on these outputs.
The five directly controllable inputs are printing load, printing speed, substrate tension,
stamp ink content and substrate contact angle'. High values of tension are bound to
stretch the substrate and hence cause distortions and dimensional variations, thus we
decided to fix tension at the lowest possible value and carry out our experiments. During
our initial trials, we observed that if there is an negative angle of contact (acute with
respect to printing cylinder), the substrate tends to stick to the stamp immediately after
the printing region, causing the loading module to jump, and causing problems with web-
handling and tension control which might have resulted in bad prints with problems such
as double-printing; thus we decided to fix the web path at a small positive angle. Hence
we are left with printing load and printing speed as the two variables which are also the
two factors of greatest interest. It is also of value to observe the behavior of the process at
high speeds and shorter contact times.
We carried out two sets of experiments. The first is a 3x2 set with printing speed set at
three values and printing load set at one low and one high value. Tension was set at the
minimum possible value of 2.2 lbs. From this set we aimed to extract information
regarding how the process outputs responded to changes in these two inputs. We added
the intermediate point for printing speed to check for any quadratic effects. Figure 33
summarizes the design for this set. The experimental runs were carried out in three blocks
(from printing to etching) to eliminate the variations due to changes in conditions such as
humidity and temperature. Variations in humidity cause the stamp to swell by different
percentages; different temperatures affect the etching process; blocking can help in
eliminating their effects on the results.
' The printing pressure cannot be directly controlled and it is a function of the printing load as well as the
contact width. Even though pressure is the more standard term used with relation to 1tCP we have used
printing load in our experimental terminology since it is the factor we are directly controlling.
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Figure 33: 3 x 2 Design for First Set of Experiments
Once we had results from the first set, we carried out a second set in which we kept
printing load constant at a high value, and carried out experiments over a large range of
speeds. Our main aim was to test the limits of [iCP and our tool. We tried to set the
highest speed in our tests at a value which gave contact times equal to the shortest
published values. Table 5 summarizes the one dimensional speed scan experiments.
Table 5: Running Conditions for 1-D Speed Scan
SPEED (fpm) 30 60 120 240 400
CONTACT
TIME (ms) 77 38 19 10 6
120
60
30 i
3.7 Determination of Contact Width and Printing Pressure
As previously stated, the printing pressure cannot be controlled directly with our
apparatus and it a function of the printing load and contact with, which in turn also
depends on the modulus of the foam lining.
The contact width was experimentally determined by placing a small strip of the substrate
on an inked stamp wrapped around the stationary printing roller and carefully bringing
the impression roller down onto it and letting it rest under its own weight. The impression
roller was then retracted and the strip was removed and etched to reveal the contact area.
Figure 34 shows the experimental contact widths.
PRINTING LOAD (Ibs)
Figure 34: Contact widths varying with printing load
It can be seen that the contact area is not uniform and is slightly tapered. This is because
the impression and printing rollers are not perfectly aligned. We quantified this
experimental area which is summarized in Table 6 and Figure 35. The contact widths
were measured at points 1 and 2 given in the table by W1 and W2. At the two loads that
we carried out our experiments, the printing pressure values were 3.2 psi and 4.7 psi.
Table 6: Printing pressure and contact area as a function of printing load
Printing Contact Printing Printing
# Load (Ibs) W1 W2 Area(inP) Pressure (psi) Pressure (kPa)
1 3.5 0.09 0.23 1.52 2.30 15.88
2 5.6 0.14 0.25 1.75 3.20 22.08
3 9.0 0.27 0.35 2.62 3.44 23.71
4 18.9 0.46 0.52 4.02 4.70 32.39
5 26.8 0.49 0.59 4.49 5.97 41.14
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Figure 35: Contact area and printing pressure as functions of the printing load
3.8 Inking
We have used 10mM octadecanethiol (ODT) as our ink. Initially we tried to ink the
stamp continuously on the machine itself as it was running, by bringing the inking
cylinder impregnated with thiols in contact with it. This in effect is contact inking as
detailed in section 2.1.2.4, which would have been the ideal method for standardized
experimentation. However, we were unable to wrap PDMS onto the inking cylinder
seamlessly and the seam caused huge spikes in load. This also made the feedback control
behave highly erratically. Thus, we settled for another alternative.
In the method that we used, ODT in ethanol was dripped over the entire surface area of
the stamp and spread uniformly. Ten minutes were allowed for the molecules to diffuse
into the bulk of the PDMS, after which the excess ink and alcohol were dried off using
Nitrogen. This is immersive inking and the inked stamp gave good prints for several feet
continuously (A few feet of PET were run as a leader before the actual gold substrate).
3.9 Etching
We have used the thiourea- ferric nitrate in our experiments. Pieces of the substrate
carrying the pattern printed by the good stamp measuring 8" x 8" were cut out. The
substrate was securely taped to a square glass plate to hold it flat while etching. 1.14
grams of thiourea and 4 grams of ferric nitrate were added to 500ml of water at about 40
degree C and vigorously mixed. The etchant was then poured into a container that was
larger in area than the substrate to be etched, so as to fully submerge all parts of it. The
plate carrying the substrate was then slowly lowered into the etch bath. The bath was
manually agitated with a uniform motion, taking care to not form any standing waves.
The unprotected gold was completely etched in about 3.25 minutes after which the
substrate was carefully removed from the bath and rinsed.
We did not use the continuous etching module for these smaller substrates due to the
large quantities of etchant required in it and also because it was still under optimization.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 First Set of Experiments
In the following sections, the results have been pictorially summarized. First a colobar
map plotting the length and width of the sample pixels has been presented for each run.
The blues represent smaller dimensions while the reds represent larger dimensions out of
the range in the output.
The colorbars are followed by Vector Maps in which the red lines plot the distortions of
each pixel, scaled by a factor of 300. The black dots are the vertices of the reference grids.
The measurement procedure as well as the figure taxonomy has been explained in detail
in section 3.4.3. Finally the results have been summarized and analyzed.
4.1.1 Dimensional Variation
Speed= 30 fpm, Load= 5 lbs
Figure 36 shows that there is no evidence of any systematic variation in the pixel
dimensions either along or perpendicular to the printing direction. Further, the range of
widths is 0.8 microns while that of lengths is 1.3 microns both of which are acceptable.
The 95 percent confidence interval on the length is [132.98, 133.20] and on the width it is
[40.33, 40.47].
Figure 36: Colorbar Maps for Dimensions at 30 fpm and 5 lbs
Speed= 60 rpm, Load= Sibs
From Figure 37 we can see that there is no systematic variation in the length. However,
the widths seem to be systematically increasing from bottom left to top right. The range
of widths is again 0.8 microns and of lengths is 1.2 microns. The 95 percent confidence
intervals on the lengths is [132.95, 133.12] and on widths it is [40.19,40,35].
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Figure 37: Colorbar Map for Dimensions at 60 fpm, SIbs
Speed=120 rpm, Load=5 Ibs
95 percent confidence intervals on the length are [133.07, 133.27] and on width are
[40.31, 40.45]. Range on length is 1.3 microns and on width is 1.15 microns.
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Figure 38: Colorbar Map for Dimensions at 120 fpm, SIbs
70
Speed= 30 fpm, Load= 18 lbs
The colorbar maps in Figure 39 do not seem to have any systematic components. The
range of widths as well as on lengths is 1.15 microns. The 95 percent confidence intervals
on the widths are [133.14, 133.31] and on lengths are [40.34, 40, 52].
Figure 39: Colorbar Map for Dimensions at 30 fpm, 18 lbs
Speed= 60 fpm, Load= 18 lbs
The colorbar map for dimensions at 60 fpm and 181bs has no systematic variation. The 95
]percentile confidence interval on the length is [133.02, 133.24] while on the width it is
[40.30, 40.47]
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Figure 40: Colorbar Map for Dimensions at 60 fpm, 18 lbs
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Speed= 120fpm, Load= 181bs
Here again the there seems to be no trend in the dimensions and the confidence intervals
on length and width are [132.69, 132.83] and [40.12, 40.3] respectively.
Figure 41: Colorbar Map for Dimensions at 120 fpm, 18 lbs
4.1.2 Distortion Analysis
The scaled vector maps for distortions for the first set of experiments have been
summarized in Figure 42. The best result of 95 percentile distortions is at 30 fpm and 5
lbs (28 microns) while the worst is at 60 fpm and 51bs (60 microns). There is no common
pattern amongst the different vector maps. The printing direction in each case is from left
to right.
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Figure 42: Scaled vector maps for distortions. The distortions scalebar for the maps reads 70 microns.
The printing speed, printing load and 95 percentile distortions values have been indicated below each
figure
4.1.3 Summary and Analysis of Results
Qualitatively, all the prints have almost a 100% yield and no region on any of them was
missing. The results for the dimensional and distortions have been summarized in Table 7.
Table 7: Consolidated Results for Distortions and Dimensions from 3 x 2 Set of Experiments
Inputs Distortions (um) Dimensions (umrn)
Speed Load Length Width
(fpm) (Ibs) Max Average 95%ile Avg Std. Error Avg Std. Error
30 5 32 13 28 133.09 0.07 40.40 0.05
60 5 65 26 60 133.03 0.06 40.27 0.05
120 5 51 21 49 133.17 0.07 40.39 0.06
30 18 52 21 45 133.22 0.06 40.43 0.06
60 18 64 19 47 133.13 0.08 40.38 0.06
120 18 46 17 37 132.76 0.05 40.21 0.06
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The distributions on dimensions are extremely tight as we have seen in the previous
section. There is no proof of systematic variation either along or perpendicular to the
direction of the print. Results are quite consistent from print to print as well. The analysis
of variance, for average pixel length Table 8 and for average pixel width Table 9 show
that the F values are much lower that the F critical values and there is no evidence that
either printing speed or printing load have any effect on the dimensions.
Table 8: Analysis of Variance for Average Pixel Length for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments
Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication for Avg. Pixel Length
ANOVA
Source of Variatior SS df MS F P-value F crit
Speed 0.037537 2 0.018768 0.40894 0.709753 19.00003
Load 0.005086 1 0.005086 0.11082 0.77087 18.51276
Error 0.091791 2 0.045895
Total 0.134414 5
Table 9: Analysis of Variance for Average Pixel Width for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments
Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication for Width
ANOVA
Source of Variatior SS df MS F P-value F crit
Speed 0.014568 2 0.007284
Width 0.000247 1 0.000247
0.621887 19.00003
0.898896 18.51276
Error 0.023959 2 0.01198
Total 0.038774 5
We have chosen the 95 percentile distortions for our analysis so that we may be able to
neglect any outliers. The average value of distortions has no physical meaning. The
pattern under study has a possible use in displays. In such applications as for the human
eye, the maximum distortions need to be minimized and not the average.
As we can see from the analysis of variance for 95 percentile distortions in Table 10,
neither speed nor load have any effect on the distortions.
Table 10: Analysis of Variance for 95 percentile Distortions for 3 x 2 Set of Experiments
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F critSpeed 547.7158 2 273.8579 2.642816 0.274513 19.00003
Load 44.75454 1 44.75454 0.431896 0.578578 18.51276
Error 207.2471 2 103.6235
Total 799.7174 5
A seeming anomaly in these results is the run at 60 fpm and 5 lbs. It has the highest value
of 95 percentile distortions at 60 microns whereas all the other results are below 50
microns. Also, its colorbar map for widths is not completely random. This could be due
to some measurement error or improper control on tension during the run.
4.2 One Dimensional Speed Scan
This set was run at a constant printing load of 18 lbs. The runs at 30 fpm, 60 fpm and 120
fpm have already been discussed in the previous section.
4.2.1 Yield at Higher Speeds
At higher speeds we started noticing deterioration in the print yield. A systematic pattern
that seems like trapped air bubbles, started appearing, and the pattern became more
obvious as the printing speed went from 240 fpm to 400 fpm as seen in representative
pictures in Figure 43 and Figure 44. The air bubbles are apparent in the checkerboard
regions with the triangular features. These regions have a higher fill factor (0.65) as
compared to the regions with rectangular pixels (0.32) and thus they require greater time
for establishing a complete conformal contact. In the extremely short contact times of 10
ms and less at the high speeds, there is probably not enough time for the trapped air
bubbles to diffuse through the stamp. Further, this could be because of the micro scale
aerodynamics. At such high speeds, the machine is behaving like a pump, sucking air into
the contact region. We also noted that the air trapping pattern was concentrated mostly
along the edges of the substrate. It is possible that the contact is first established in the
middle of the rollers and then propagates outwards, or alternatively, the pressure
distribution lower at the edges.
Figure 43: Systematic pattern of trapped air bubbles
ALONG PRINTING DIRECTION
Figure 44: Air trapping becomes apparent above 240 fpm, Photographs have been taken from
corresponding areas in each print.
4.2.2 Dimensional Analysis
The dimensions are tightly controlled even at 400 fpm, though less so than at lower
speeds. There seems to be no obvious trend in dimensional variation, as seen in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Colorbar Maps for Dimensions at 400 fpm and 18 lbs
The average pixel lengths and widths, along with their 95 percent confidence intervals
have been plotted in Figure 46. It is noteworthy that there is very high correlation
between the average length and width dimensions. This proves that the dimensions are
highly dependant on error functions such as inking patterns. The stamp was re-inked just
before the 240 fpm run, which explains the increase in the average dimensions. Another
factor that influences these dimensions, though to a small extent, are the measurement
conditions such as lighting settings of the camera used to take pictures. Variation in
humidity, that causes the stamp to swell are also acknowledged.
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Figure 46: 95 percent confidence intervals on the average pixel lengths as a function of printing speed
4.2.3 Distortion Analysis
We were able to analyze the distortions only at 240 fpm due to a time constraint. The
results in Figure 47 show slightly higher distortions. It should be noted that this figure is
pivoted at the bottom left comer, rather than the mid point during scaling, i.e. all the
distortions are relative to the bottom left corner with reference grid placed at this point.
The maximum value of distortions is 66 microns and the 95 percentile distortion is 65.77
microns. These lager distortions could be attributed to our diminished ability to control
the tension along the width of the substrate as well as over time due to higher printing
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speed. It can also be the effect of the poor alignment, magnified at higher speeds. From
the pattern in the vector map it appears that the inner part of the substrate, along the
printing direction, is being tensed differently from the edges, where it is held tightly
between the nips. This could be because of the cantilevered design and the use of "bone"
rollers.
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Figure 47: Distortions Vector Map for 240 fpm, 18 lbs
4.2.4 Etching
We ran one experiment on the etching machine in which we ran the substrate through at 4
fpm. Figure 48 shows the etching module in operation. However, the motion of the web
was not an adequate source of agitation at such a slow speed and we required manual
external agitation. We used thiourea-ferric nitrate which is an extremely slow etching.
Further, when we poured etchant into the etch bath, it quickly lost heat to the metal parts
which further reduced its effectiveness.
The tool can serve as a proof of concept but optimization and use if faster acting etchants
would be required.
Figure 48: Substrate emerging etched from the etching module
4.2.5 Stamp Durability
We ran the machine with the stamp mounted on it for almost an hour every day, if not
more, on plain PET, for almost a month. There was a lot of dust on the PET which was
run over and over again and which generated static collecting more dust each time. As a
rough first estimate, the stamp would have run for over well 55000 revolutions or contact.
Yet, it gave us good prints during most of that time. Only towards the end did it start to
show signs of wear and it appears that dust particles have become embedded in its
surface. Figure 49 shows representative from across the stamp life. It should be kept in
mind that the lines are stamp features and thiol protected portions of the print.
Figure 49: Stamp durability. Print 1 was taken the earliest in the stamp life and print 6 was taken the
latest
4.3 Key Insights
1. Printing load and printing speed do not have any effect on the distortions and
dimensional variations at the chosen values.
2. Currently, [tCP is carried out in labs at pressures below 20 kPa and studies from
such experiments predict incomplete formation of SAMs for the conditions of
speed or contact time under which we have operated. Thus it is possible that our
use of high pressures of 30 kPa is actually aiding the robust formation of SAM
and is probably helping in maintaining the yield.
3. High speeds are mainly limited by contact time, mechanical constraints, and
aerodynamics (air trapping on triangles).
4. The alignment of the stamp along the print direction has an obvious effect on the
distortions and hence it is critical.
5. PDMS as a stamp material is extremely durable and can withstand continual
printing even under harsh conditions with high ppm content of dust.
5 Future Work
We have been able to carry out a fairly extensive analysis of the effect of speed and
pressure on the quality of ptCP. However, this has raised several more questions and the
following work could be of importance.
1. We have consistently got results with 'diamond distortions' the source of which is
quite clearly the mis-alignment of the stamp. It would be interesting to analyze the
effect of stamp alignment to the printing direction on the distortion pattern in
greater detail.
2. An analysis of the effect of stamp thickness on printing quality at higher speeds
would be of value.
3. All our experiments have been at printing loads that are higher than what is
currently used in laboratories. We have an idea that even though load doesn't
affect distortions or dimensions, it might be helpful to set down a more robust
and/or a more complete SAM and reducing defects such as pinholes. Experiments
at even higher loads (or lower loads too) for high speeds would shed more light
on this.
4. In our analysis we have concentrated on the dimensions of the pixels. However, a
SEM analysis of the edge roughness of the printed lines would be a useful in
understanding the print quality better.
5. For our one dimensional speed scan experiments, we were unable to maintain
standardized conditions. Experimentation under standard conditions of inking,
etching, humidity etc would further ground the results.
6. We carried out all our experiments with an obtuse contact angle due to the
substrate sticking to the stamp at acute angles. The primary reason for this is that
we do not have an idler roller present in the web path immediately after the
printing module. If such a modification can be made and printing is carried out
with larger wrap angles, then it may be possible to increase the contact time at
higher speeds and eliminate some defects.
7. In all our prints the orientation of the pixels to the printing direction was the same
each time. The dependence of air trapping on the printing direction should be
investigated.
8. Experiments should be carried out under continuous inking to really get the ideal
situation.
9. We have not recorded the exact number of runs of the stamp and can only give a
ballpark figure. An accurate record of stamp durability would be useful,
especially for the industry where the tool would be expected to run for many
meters without requiring expensive change over.
10. Registration is another question of interest to determine the capability of the tool
to accurately print several layers or different SAMs on top of each other.
11. Reduction of pinholes caused by dust particles
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Appendix
A. Tracing the Reason for Diamond Shape Distortions
The stamp, adhered to a stiff stainless steel backing, is wrapped around the cylinder as
seen in the front view in Figure 50: Front view of stamp wrapped around cylinder. We
assume that the inner surface of the PDMS stamp, which is bonded with the backing, will
not deform at all. However the outermost surface which is free will deform. In the case of
the stamp that is aligned along the circumference of the cylinder the strain will be t.a
where t is the thickness of the stamp.
Diameter of Cylinder, D
Dimensions of Stamp
Thickness of Stamp, t
Poisson's Ratio for PDMS, y'
The angle covered by the stamp, a
=10"
= 8" x 8"
= 0.025"
= 0.5 [21]
= 8. 360/ (n. D) = 91.670
Figure 50: Front view of stamp wrapped around cylinder
The stamp will stretch due to stress applied along the circumference:
Elongation in length of Stamp, t. a = 0.04 in
Change in width of Stamp, - y. t. a = 0.02 in
However, in our case, we have recorded that the stamp is not aligned along the
circumference of the cylinder, but it is offset by an angle of 0= 2.10. Thus it will assume a
diamond shape when stress is applied along the circumferential direction, rather than a
rectangular one. The behavior of the aligned and mis-aligned stamps is shown in Figure
51: Behavior of aligned and mis-aligned stamp on stretching by wrapping around
cylinder. Projected view..
Figure 51: Behavior of aligned and mis-aligned stamp on stretching by wrapping around cylinder.
Projected view.
Our maximum distortions are effectively the difference in lengths of the diagonals of the
misaligned stretched stamp and the misaligned un-stretched stamp. In Figure 52 we are
concentrating on a slice of the stamp that is parallel the circumference of the cylinder.
The length and height of the un-stretched slice are lu and hu while those of the stretched
stamp are ls and hs. Since 0= 2.10, using geometry,
lu =8.00488 in
hu =7.92533 in
Length of un-stretched diagonal du= 11.26449 in
ALIGNED STAMP MIS- ALIGNED STAMP
ALIGNED STAMP MIS- ALIGNED STAMP
Now, considering the stretched slice: The length lu will be strained by an amount equal to
t. a', where a' is the angle covered by the length lu.
Thus ls = lu + t. a' = 8.04489 in
Assuming that area of the slice is equal before and after stretching. Then:
hs = 7.89672 in
And length of stretched diagonal ds = 11.26533 in
Maximum distortion= ds - du =0.00084 in= 21 microns.
Figure 52: Computing maximum distortions as difference in diagonal lengths of the stretched and
un-stretched stamps
This is of the same order of magnitude of distortions that we have received in our print
which substantiates that the distortions arise from this source.
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B. Response of Printing Load and Web Tension [23]
We took data from the load cell and the two tension rollers 32 times in each revolution.
Figure 53: Printing Load as measured by the load cell during printing shows a plot of the
printing load as measured by the load cell, versus revolutions. Similar patterns were
observed each time. The target printing load setting during this particular run was 12 lbs.
we can see that the load stays consistently near 12 lbs when the our good printing stamp
is in contact with the substrate between it and the impression cylinder. There is then a
spike in load which corresponds to our seam between stamps. This is followed by a
region of high load. This is where our second stamp, which is just used as filler, comes
into contact with the substrate. The higher load is because this stamp is thicker. After this
there is a decrease in load which is because of the presence of the second seam. The same
pattern is repeated again and again.
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Figure 53: Printing Load as measured by the load cell during printing
Figure 54 shows just the portion of the load vs time plot in which the good stamp is in
contact with substrate. It can be seen that the load is consistent and there are no variations
in load to possibly cause any quality issues.
Figure 55 shows the tension values as measured by the two tension rollers during printing.
There is a relatively tight control as tension is maintained mostly between 0.5 and 1.5 lbs.
Note that this data is from one of our earlier runs and all experiments were run at 2+/-0.5
lbs. Finally, Figure 56 shows the PID offset used to control the speed of the driving motor.
It shows that feedback control is effective.
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Figure 54: Printing Load in the stamp region
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Figure 55: Web Tension as measured by the tension rollers in the two sections of the web
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Figure 56: Response of PID to adjust the speed and hence control tension
C. Probability Distribution Histograms for Distortions
Figure 57 shows the probability distribution histograms for the first set of 3x2
experiments.
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Figure 57: Probability distribution histograms for distortions in first set of experiments. The running
conditions are specified with each figure.
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